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From the Back
Well we approach the end of yet anoth-
er year and one I think we can reflect
on as being particularly successful for
the Class. Whilst there is a round-up of
the year elsewhere in this issue, I think
it is worth a moment to consider the
progress we have made. Enthusiasm
and energy in the class is at renewed
levels, new boats abound and more
new orders are imminent I know.
Healthy turnouts at our opens, lots of
chat and interest in between events on
the website and forum have all contributed to the general feeling of a Class on the up.
All in All I think we can be pretty satisfied, as a Class, with 2010.

Whilst it is interesting to mull over the things we have done, I and the rest of the
committee are looking to next year and what lies ahead. Chris is going a great job
building the events programme, which is pretty close to being finalised with just two
events to firm up. Lee is working hard on the publicity front, Rupert has got FLASH and
the new yearbook well in hand, Caroline and Sue keep the rest of us in line and on
track, as well as looking after the Class Dinner, the Dinghy Show, event prizes and
many other things.

We continue to look at new ideas to help and improve the value of the CA to
members and not just the racers amongst us, indeed we have been trying to do more
for those members who can't attend our open events and other racing opportunities
and we recognise these are not for everyone and for the class to be successful we
must satisfy the needs of all owners as much as we can.

With that in mind we have 'improved' the boat register, which now reflects all the
boats built to date and provides a little more information about them. We have 'opened'
a Class on-line shop to ensure everyone has access to some of the goodies on offer
from the CA, not just those who attend opens.

We are also working on a fairly major new project to update the Class handbook
and make this available to members in a different form. To that effect we are building
a private Wikipedia as a new and hopefully useful resource to CA members. It will
include all the relevant  and updated information from the old handbook together with
new content about repairs, modifications and sailing tips collated in an easy to access
and searchable form.

Like all Wikipedia it will allow registered CA members to edit existing content to
improve accuracy and also create new content so building an even more useful and
complete source of reference for the Class as a whole. We will not be updating the
existing hard-copy handbook as it is becoming prohibitively expensive to print low
volume good quality materials, which don't seem very good value for money when we
have other more up to date and cheaper options that provide greater capabilities.
Hopefully things like the new Wiki will be seen to add value to our membership as a
whole not just those involved with racing.

With some additional winter sailing opportunities, the revived Class Dinner we
have hopefully provided a wider range of opportunities to enjoy both your boat and the

Chairman and Secretary in their new boats!



Class. We are looking to build on this in the coming year, particularly in a non racing
sense and one idea on the table is a Class rally. No racing, maybe a little bit of training,
class experts on hand to question about the boats in general, repairs, mods etc and
chance to see and have a go in the newest boats, a look at the oldest boats still
around, prizes for the best vintage example (25 years plus), the wackiest mod, the
'worst' colour scheme (I can think of a couple already), farthest travelled, a Lightning
boat jumble/garage sale etc etc and a chance for Simon to sell that Boom!!!

We'd like some feed back on this idea before we commit, as it is a bit different,
quite a lot of work to organise, and without a reasonable attendance from the
non-racers amongst us doesn't really work? feedback in anyway you like, letter, e-mail,
forum, telephone call, carrier pigeon, space shuttle, whatever, but please give us a
clue as to what you want, a solid YES or a solid NO are much more helpful than
nothing at all, or a bunch of 'well it depends'. We have about 100 members, it would
be nice to get a response from most on this, as it really is quite a bit of work for the
committee to put together.

Well that's about it from me, whether you're sailing through the winter or hibernat-
ing until March, don't forget the website and forum as a means of staying in touch. It
will be a little quieter for a while no doubt, as we over-winter indoors, but that's all the
more reason for YOU to get your thinking cap on and talk to the rest of us about the
coming season.

I hope you enjoy the rest of the issues and wish everyone a very merry Christmas
and a successful and enjoyable new year.
 My e-mail address is on the website (www.lightning368.co.uk)
and here:wayne.jenner@btinternet.com  Or you are welcome to text or call me, my
mobile is: 07974 206605. If I can’t answer, just leave a message and contact number
and I’ll get back to you.

Best Regards and Fair Winds, Wayne Jenner

Letter to the Editor
Anne and I were very pleased reading Flash issue 123 September to see how well the
class is going and how the spirit is still the same.  The talk of rising numbers and new
boats is most encouraging.  The Nationals sounded a bit hairy.  It was at Northampton
S.C. that I won my only Lightning Nationals (1984) and oddly enough with the same
number of entries.  That was rough as well.  I went out early and came ashore telling
everyone it was horrible out there - it worked well.  It seems a long time ago but the
boat belonging to the winner this year was already sailing then.  I cannot claim to have
ever broken a Lightning boom but I have bent one with my head (Up River 1989).  The
head was not intact either.
 Regarding Lightnings going fast I remember the helm of a Flying Fifteen in the
now defunct Silver Salvers race at Draycote saying “A boat that size should not go that
fast” as I passed him with his spinnaker up on a hairy reach.  I believe John Claridge
has won that race in days gone by.  I hope all continues well.  The most boats we ever
had at a Nationals was 49 at Pagham.  I was second that year frustrated in the last
race which I needed to win by Anthony Hollinghurst who won an agonisingly close last
race.  Another time Anthony spent 26 hours at sea accidentally in rough conditions –
but that is another story.
 All the best. Mark Giles



Editorial
As the nights draw in, we can, as my colleagues have
so ably done, look back at a great season for the
Lightning class. As individuals, perhaps, one can also
look back at one’s year of sailing, perhaps smiling at
highlights, or at memorable moments when things all
went horribly pear shaped!
 There have been many highlights – they often
involve the kindness of people. It is that about the fleet
that sticks in the mind. In the short time I have been in the class, I have made many
friends, and it is mostly these friendships that get me travelling to Lightning opens -
something I’d not really planned on doing much of when I bought 74.
 As well as looking backwards, the class has been looking forwards too, putting a
great year of events together. Putting the open meetings in the calendar is (with
respect to Chris, who has spent a good deal of time on the project) the easy bit. As
Wayne said in his article, we would also like to put events on for those who don’t
normally travel or race. This is harder. Having met so many nice Lightning sailors, I’d
like to meet more, including those who don’t race! So please get in touch with Wayne
and let him know what type of event would be of interest.
 Hardest of all, though, is for us, as Lightning sailors, dads, mums, sailors of other
classes, sky divers, chess professionals, whatever, to find enough time at weekends
to dig the trailer out, load the boat and travel for a few hours to meet up with other
Lightning sailors. I know I find it very difficult to fit open events around other
commitments. The reason I do so harks back to the kindness of people and the friends
that I have made.
 There are 2 winter events coming up that we can be involved with. The Bloody
Mary (see the back page ad) takes a willingness to get very, very cold indeed, though
we can hope for a milder day than last year, but the RYA Dinghy Show is in a nice
warm palace! Caroline Key is looking for helpers, and more detail can be found on
page 11.
 With another big event coming up, I hope you have all written letters to Sailing
Santa asking for exciting new go faster bits for your Lightnings? As I have a plain red
boat (well, red in 1980, anyway!) I was thinking of asking for some nice go faster
stripes, perhaps in gold.  Add to that some new, warm sailing kit to do the Bloody Mary
in, and some nice ball bearing blocks to replace the nasty old ones on my controls,
and Santa’s budget will be blown long before he has a chance to buy any toys for my
children...
 Have a wonderful Christmas and new year, everyone!

Rupert Whelan
Copy date for  Spring 2011 Flash, Feb 28th, please!

Class Association Subs for 2011: In order for the CA to continue to support its
members to the best of its ability, subs will need to increase by £1.00 for 2011, to £16.
Open meeting fees 2011: As an added benefit to members, CA members will be
given a £2.00 discount at all Open meetings in 2011.

Cover Photo by Adrian Hollier



Sailing a Lightning upwind in the light stuff
Last issue of Flash, we
had an overview of
lightning sailing, using
information gleaned from
a slightly drunken evening
at the Nationals. For this
issue and some of the
following ones, I thought I
would try and go a little
more deeply into getting a
Lightning to go up hill
quickly, both from my
limited experience and
from listening to what
more qualified people

have had to say on the matter.
As with last time, I will divide the techniques up into wind strengths. Quite when

one technique ends and another begins will depend not only on sailing experience
and weight, but on personal sailing style, as we all act differently in a boat.
Almost no wind at all
Sadly, while I appear to be able to sail fast (relatively!) in conditions where the speed
choice is between moving very slowly or not moving at all, I am a little at a loss to
know what it is I do differently. Hopefully by writing it down, I’ll work it out for myself,
as well as helping others.

The first thing to picture is what we mean by no wind. The water is flat, with no
ripples. You can’t feel the wind on your face, or if you hold a wet finger in the air.
Normal wind direction indicators, such as burgees and telltales, are just hanging limp.
So, is there really no wind? Sometimes, yes. So go to the bar…

Other times, there really is something there. A sail is pretty big, and a mast fairly
tall, and so even if the water
is still, there may be wind
higher up. Again, your face
is small compared to a sail –
there may well be flow over
the sail that you can’t feel.

OK, so there really is
some sort of air movement,
even if calling it wind would
be stretching a point. But if
you can’t feel it, how the
xxxx can you sail in it? If you
are a crash and burn type
sailor, used to wind on your
cheek and spray in you eyes,
it can take a big change of



attitude to be willing to sit perfectly still, waiting for a gentle puff of wind to start the boat
creeping forward. Even then, you may well be guessing from what direction that puff
will come from. If the sail is set wrongly, there may not even be enough wind to show
you it was there at all…

As you will remember from last time, you should be sat fairly far forward in the boat,
and allowing her to heel to leeward. This allows gravity to give the sail shape, and
reduces the amount of boat in the water. However, if a gentle zephyr of wind comes
from an unexpected direction, it might not even overcome gravity and let the sail back,
whereas if all it has to do is flow over the sail, you will start moving forwards.

We are
talking here
about sailing up
wind, so we will
ignore the days
when the wind
switches 1800

and you find
that all the time
you were trying
to eke your way
upwind, the
wind was in fact
coming from
behind…there
are enough
variable with it
just coming
from in front!

Right, so
the boat is bow down, heeled to leeward. What about the sail controls? Cunningham?
Not needed. Kicker? Ditto. The boom should be able to lift – the last thing you want is
a tight leech to the sail – even the weight of the boom can be a problem. Outhaul? A
few views on this one. Fully off appears to be too full, if your system is set up properly.
I like it to be pretty full, though, especially for a Mylar sail. Possibly the Dacron sail can
be pulled in a little more. The theory behind a tight outhaul is that the air can flow more
easily over the sail. I just find that while it might be able to flow more easily, it offers no
drive at all while doing so. I would have mine possibly a hand length from the boom at
the deepest point. Best way to judge this is to compare to other Lightnings, and have
a chat about it.

Now, you are sat there, completely still, boat and sail set up right, concentrating
hard – as hard as you would be in a force 6…but what on earth on? Once you have
got past what you are going to have for tea tonight, what you wouldn’t give at that
moment for a pint, or the funny comment someone 3 boats away has just made, it is
very difficult to work out what on earth you should be doing. Firstly, staring at the
telltales on the belly of the sail, waiting for them to twitch. Hopefully it isn’t raining, or
they will be uselessly stuck to the sail, and water will be dripping down your neck.
(Hmmm, I feel the bar calling at that point.) You should be waiting for the sail to react



in any way at all – if it does, then there is air movement.
If the outer telltale flaps, it should be very easy to get the boat sailing forwards,

gently luffing up till both telltales are doing the no wind equivalent of streaming – ie, not
hanging straight down. From there, make sure you don’t pull the sail in or down too
much, and don’t pinch, or the airflow will be disturbed, and you will stop dead.

So, if the inner telltale flaps, then you know the wind is heading you, so somehow
you need to bear away without disturbing the airflow. Sadly, moving the rudder will stop
you dead, as will bringing the boat upright too fast to bear away…so a combination of
the 2. Gently (like leaning you head back) bring the boat towards vertical, while just
pulling the rudder enough to allow the boat to turn without it stalling. Of course, if you
really are stopped in the water, you will have to pull the rudder hard to make the boat
turn at all, as there is no flow over the blade. It will then take a few seconds for the flow
to reattach before anything will work again properly. Once you have the telltales flowing
properly, the boat moving through the water will create its own apparent wind, and you
will, hopefully, start moving faster – certainly faster than those boats who haven’t
noticed the faint air movement and are still sat still dreaming of pie and chips.

Notice, I’ve not talked about WHERE you are sailing…assuming you aren’t actually
sailing away from the mark, just moving at all is good enough for the time being. If it
was a big header you sailed into, though, once the boat is sailing, it is time to think
about whether to tack or not. As there is still not a ripple on the water, you can’t use the
trick of sailing towards a patch of wind, so you just have to use best judgement as to
whether the wind is going to hold in the direction you are going, so making the extra
distance to the mark worthwhile, or whether to put in a tack to sail the shorter distance.
Looking at the boats around you will help with this, as will what happened on previous
laps.

If you decide to
tack, you hit a whole
raft of other
problems. If you are
sitting a long way
forwards, you have
to either come right
aft to tack round the
back of the
mainsheet, or tack
in front of it. (A quick
note here to those
with aft mainsheets –
wise move in these
conditions, and as
you all sail on a
narrow river, I
believe, you’ll be
better at no wind
sailing than I am!) If you are planning on tacking in front of the mainsheet, practice first,
outside of racing. It is really easy to get everything totally tangled. It is also difficult to
get the boat to roll through the tack nicely to avoid being stuck dead in the water



afterwards. I’m not an expert in tacking in front of the mainsheet, as I tend to come aft.
I still sail a boat with a thwart, so have bruised shins from trying to step over it and
missing, but with either a podded boat or a thwarted one, it is possible to minimise the
time spent at the back of the boat.

Start the luffing up for the tack while still forward of the pod/thwart. As the boat is
heeled to leeward, minimal rudder will be needed for this bit. As what little pressure
there is comes off the sail, the boat will start to come upright. At this point move out and
start moving back, level with the mainsheet, and push the tiller harder. The boat will
start to roll on top of you. Stay where you are until the boat is completely through the
wind and the edge of the deck is under water. At this point, slipping will involve you

falling out of the boat
and everyone laughing,
so it is a good idea to
firmly grip the toestrap
and pull yourself up,
round the mainsheet,
plonk the new front foot
in front of the thwart, and,
very gently bring the
boat a little more upright,
straightening the tiller. If
you bring the boat up too
fast, you’ll not only be
breaking the rule about
propulsion, but will end
up with an upright boat,
stopped in the water,
while you scrabble

around trying to set it all up again as everybody else sails past you.
Light wind sailing
Having mastered going upwind in no wind , light wind sailing should be a doddle, right?
Hmmm, possibly not!

By light wind sailing, I am picturing weather where you are never sat with your bum
over the edge of the deck, and most of the time you will either be sat on the inner deck
edge on on the front edge of the thwart, if you have one. There is enough wind to
usually feel it on your cheek, and telltales have begun to fly, though they will still sag,
and lie, at vital moments!

At the bottom end of this wind band, the boat will still be heeled to leeward most of
the time, just being pulled upright when the wind picks up enough for it. As the wind
picks up enough for the boat to be moving constantly, and leaving a bow wave (well,
ripple) it will be worth keeping the boat upright as much as you can, to maximise both
waterline length and drive from the sail. However, it is very important to keep the big,
fat transom out of the water as much as possible, as a submerged transom adds loads
of drag as the boat goes through the water.

Sail controls should still be pretty slack, pretty much as they were for no wind
sailing – you are looking for all the power you can get from the sail. The mainsheet
should be pulled in only to the point where the boom is coming in, and not being pulled



downwards – you still want an open leech. In the puffs where you pull the boat flat, you
can gain power by pulling the sail in a little more, but it is even more important to let it
go again when the puff passes through.

Where you sail upwind in light winds is very important, and something that
everybody gets wrong, even the winners – they just get it wrong less than the rest of
us. It is vitally important that as well as watching the telltales like a hawk for lifts and
headers (the wind should be strong enough now for headers to be fairly obvious, but
lifts (the outer telltale flapping) are easily missed, and many boat lengths can be lost
by missing a lift), you are watching the area you are sailing towards for patches of wind
on the water, or holes in the wind, depending on circumstance. If another boat ahead
of you is parked in an area of no wind, search the course for an area with more wind,
rather than following them into the hole…

A boat that can keep in a band of wind can take hundreds of yards out of a boat
which has sailed into a hole while that boat sits there going nowhere.

If the windward mark is in an area of calm (amazing how often this happens!) try
to figure out which angle coming into the mark will keep you in the wind for the longest,
but remember that if you come into the mark on starboard, you will have right of way
round the mark over those on port. If you decide a port tack approach is the right one,
and other boats are approaching on starboard, it is worth over standing the mark by a
boat length to allow them to tack inside without you having to tack clear.

Tacking in a light breeze is pretty similar to in almost no wind, except that you can
use less rudder, as the boat will turn more by itself, and the rudder will have flow over
it. You still need to let the boat heel to leeward to luff up, then pull it over on top of you,
before crossing and bringing it upright.

The difference is that when you bring the boat upright, vast amounts of power can
be generated, and there is enough wind not to leave you wallowing and confused
afterwards… If you aren’t careful, it is very easy to be in breach of rule 42, which says
you cannot, due to your own actions, come out of a tack faster than you went into it. If
you tack on a shift and a gust, you may well come out faster than you went in, and this
is fine. If it is purely a huge roll which did it, then it isn’t. Different classes of boat have
different opinions as to when a tack is a good one and when it is cheating. By watching
what the people who have
been sailing the boats a long
time are doing, it is possible to
judge what is deemed
acceptable in the fleet.

Remember, this article is
about how I cope with light
winds. Other sailors do things
differently! Please send your
techniques into Flash! Only by
getting on the water,
practicing and experimenting
can you find a technique that
works for you. I hope this
article gives you somewhere
to start.

Rupert Whelan
Next time: Medium winds, strong winds and survival.



Replacing a slot gasket on an early Lightning
The slot gasket is that piece of cloth or plastic which covers the bottom of the
centreboard case. Without it, the Lightning becomes one of the wettest places known
to man, as water fountains up into the cockpit as you sail along. If you go fast enough,
it can hit you in the face, even. Once the gasket is damaged, not only will you have a
bath, not a boat, it is pretty slow on a race course, too.
New gasket can be bought from
any good dinghy chandler. I went
for Mylar, as it is the smoothest
finish and pretty easy to work with.
They will also sell glue to fix it with,
though Thixofix also works.
 This job is most easily done if
you take the centreboard out first.
 When you turn your Lightning
over (prop her on something other
than mud – as one soul found at
the Nationals, removing soil from
the cleats is a difficult job. The
culprit sails a Supersofa now – what more needs saying?!) you will find that the slot
gasket is either stuck straight to the hull, with no recess, or is in a recess in the hull and
covered by plastic keelband. If you find the former, you can simply replace it using just
the part of the instructions relating to getting the mylar slot gasket stuck on, and won’t
have to worry about the recess, screw holes and the like.
If you find the recess, there are a couple of different ways about replacing the gasket.
Firstly, you can keep the set up pretty much as is, just swapping the gasket for new.
Secondly, you can fill the recess, put the gasket flush with the hull and throw the

keelband away.
Theoretically, this will give
you a faster boat, as the
water turbulence round the
keelband may well be quite
large.
 I’ll deal firstly with the
straight replacement. This is
the way I did my boat, as I’m
a simple soul at heart, and
not 100% convinced of the
speed differences.
 OK, so the boat is upside
down. You’ll see 2 strips of
plastic with some small
screws through it, holding
down what I will assume is a

very messy and broken slot gasket of some sort. Undo the screws, and put them
somewhere safe – they roll off the hull and get lost in the grass otherwise! Remove the
plastic keelband and put to one side. You can then peel off the current gasket. You may

Nasty broken slot gasket

The old stuff removed



find it was glued with an Evostik type glue, or possibly
with mastic, depending on whether the job has been done
before. You will need to clean all this gunk off (Acetone
works well, or glue remover – avoid petroleum based
products, as they may stop new glue sticking properly).
 Once the boat is clean, it is worth spending a moment
inspecting the join between the hull and the centreboard
case – this is a prime area for leaks, and one that is
difficult to see normally. If your boat leaks and you think
you can see a crack, it might be worth contacting the
Lightning Forum for advice before carrying on!
 Right, no cracks, good! Next, unwind the roll of Mylar
gasket along the bottom of the boat, over the slot. If you
bought 70mm wide gasket, it will be approx 10mm wider
than the recess. lay it so it is down one edge and mark
exactly where you need to trim it. My recess wasn’t the
same width all the way down, so watch out! Using
scissors, trim to width and length. While you’re about it,
cut the semicircle to match the front end.

 You then need to tape the gasket  firmly to a flat board. You can then mark the
exact middle line of the gasket, fore and aft. Using a long straight edge and a sharp
knife, cut the gasket, leaving a couple of inches uncut at the front end and a little less
at the back. Then
stick masking tape
down the cut (on the
outside) to hold it
together. Fasten the
gasket in place on
the boat with a strip
of masking tape, so
you can flap it back
against the hull
beside the recess
 Paint a thin layer
of glue onto the
recess and onto the underside of the gasket. Follow the instructions on the glue as for
waiting times. Once ready, carefully flap the gasket into place, removing bubbles as
you go. Leave it for a while to be stuck firmly.
 You should be able to see, though the Mylar, the old screw holes for the keel band.
Using a spike of some sort (an awl, maybe) puncture the mylar at each screw hole. Lay
the keelband back on and screw it down.
 You may find a surprisingly large gap between the edge of the keelband and the
hull at the edge of the recess. I filled mine with sealent – you may think of a better way
of filling it, or maybe decide that it isn’t a problem!

And so to the method where you fill in the recess. The removal parts are all the same
as before. Once the recess is clean, you will need to carefully fill the screw holes.

Marking out

Much Better!



Polyester filler (Plastic Padding is one brand) will do fine for this. Sand smooth after,
and also sand the gloss off the gelcoat in the recess, as very little will stick to glossy
gelcoat.
 I’ve come across several methods of filling the recess. One person used strips of
wood, but in an all glass boat this seems asking for unnecessary rot trouble. Another
tried pure Plastic Padding, but this is too brittle. It may be possible that an epoxy filler
would stay better. However, the best method I’ve heard of was done by Simon Hopkins
on the boat in which he came 2nd at the Nationals.
 This method involved using 2 strips of 3mm Progrip (the stuff used on the inside of
trapeze boats to stop the crew sliding all over the place) cut to the exact size and shape
of the recess. They can then be glued in using the same glue as sticks the gasket. You
will find this leaves a perfect amount of room to fix your Mylar gasket and have it flush
to the hull, The fixing of the gasket is the same as before, but as there is no recess, it
may well be worth taping round the work area to stop the glue getting on the hull. The
Mylar will stick well to the Progrip.
 The Progrip method is a very neat solution to getting rid of the hull recess, and you
will certainly end up with a smoother hull. The disadvantage is that of having 2 layers
of glue close to each other, with the possibility of it coming adrift.. Simon was
painstaking in his approach to the replacement, and has had no trouble at all.
Whichever method you use, the job is pretty straightforward, but does involve
preparation, reading the instructions on the glue (difficult for us men) and attention to
detail.

Rupert Whelan

The end result of the Progrip method



The dinghy Show
Saturday 5th & Sunday 6th March
Help Needed!
Once again, Alexandra Palace in North London will
ring to the sound of sails flapping, halyards
tapping...(what do you mean, there’s no wind?).
 OK, Ally Pally will ring to the sound of dinghy
sailors chatting, decks being polished, experts holding
forth on the main stage and cash tills ringing as we buy
all those vital bits at (possibly) knock down prices.
 The Lightning 368 class will be there, as usual, showing off a beautiful new John
Claridge built boat (will it be a pink one?!), lots of great pictures of the boats sailing,,
various goodies to give away or sell and chatting to loads of potential new Lightning
sailors. This is where YOU come in! The boat itself cannot talk (apart from to her owner,
of course) so we need helpers on the stand.
 Caroline Key is organizing the event, and has a few passes to give to the first in
the queue when it comes to helping out. Please contact her (PHONE NO) for more
details.
 As well as the Lightnings, there are plenty of other wonderful craft to look at while
you are there. Last year the 29’ long A Rater had a stand, as did the Dragon  - you
could even win a day out sailing one! Almost without exception, whatever stand you go
to you will be greeted happily and any questions you may have will be answered. A
great was to meet sailors of other types of boat, and realize just how much we all have
in common. There are several bars, too!

Lightning Training Day, Haversham SC 19th March 2011

Following last year’s massively successful Lightning class training days, we are run-
ning another session  just before the Open Meeting season starts.
 Haversham SC will be hosting a busy day on the water, where you will be shown
the best ways of getting the last little bit of speed out of your beloved boat, and you
will then have plenty of opportunity to hone your skills under the watchful eye of ex-
pert coaches.
 There will be Haversham’s usual warm welcome and great lunch, and Lightning
sailors will be welcome to stay over and join in Haversham’s Sunday racing the next
day.
 More information can be found at www.lightning368.co.uk, or by contacting Robin
Stubbs at  robin_stubbs@hotmail.com.



The Noble Marine Inland Champs at Haversham SC
The well-known danish brewery
might not run Lightning 368 Inland
championships, but if they did...
 Featuring current National
Champion Louis Saunders, Northern
Champion Mal Hartland and holder
of both the Sea Championship and
Southern Championship titles John
Claridge, this event was set to offer
up some cracking racing that would
also be the closing round of the
Lightning368 2010 Open Series and
it didn't disappoint.
 In keeping with the LNs 2010
rebirth this year, it was the biggest turnout of helms of the year as the Noble Marine
Lightning368 Inland Championships got underway at Haversham SC on Saturday

morning.
 27 boats from origins as diverse as
Bristol and Bolton gathered in 10-15 knot
north-Westerly’s that eddied and gusted
for most of the day.
 Local Hopeful Phil East (#175) was first
at the windward mark in Race 1, but was
deemed OCS and forfeited any hope of
placing. Robbie Claridge (#403) followed,
with current Supernova Champion Richard
Pakes in borrowed #115 then Simon
Hopkins (#174) hard on his heels. These
four pulled well away from the herd, but

#174 faded towards the end, with ex-National Champion Mal Hartland (#370), current
National Champion Louis Saunders (#104), local Paul White (#44), Rupert Whelan
(#74) and first lady Caroline Keys in the brand-new #406 forging relentlessly up
through the fleet to relegate #174 to eighth position.
 Race 2 witnessed an unfortunate Pakes ignoring the inner distance marker and
running aground in the shallows at the hut
end and junior Matt Hopkins OCS in #288,
allowing Saunders to take the lead at the
first windward mark, followed by White,
Hopkins senior, James Thomas (#282) and
Robbie Claridge. Local David Machin – now
also a Supernova sailor, but in borrowed
#125 – snapped his tiller extension and
limped off to shore, and Thomas rolled on
the run to drop out of all contention.
Saunders had pulled out an unassailable
lead in #104 by the halfway mark, followed



by John Claridge in #402 who had
forced his way through to overtake
White. Pakes continued to claw his
way back up the fleet to finish a
commendable 3rd behind
Saunders and White.
 At this stage the title could well
have been lifted by any of the top
five, so the last race was key. First
to the windward mark was a
revitalised East in #175, followed
closely by Claridge Junior,
Hartland, Saunders, Senior
Hopkins and Whelan. East death-
rolled to limp off shorewards,
leaving #403 clear to put up too much distance for any of the followers to touch him.
Pakes and White fought back hard, courtesy of some decidedly fickle winds around
buoy #9, but only managed to secure 5th and 6th respectively. All-in-all a keenly fought
contest.
Overall Results: (top six)
1st Robbie Claridge #403 (Royal Lymington YC)
2nd Louis Saunders #104 (Combs SC)
3rd Richard Pakes #115 (Haversham SC)
4th Mal Hartland #370 (Dovestone SC)
5th Paul White #44 (Haversham SC)
6th Rupert Whelan #74 (Whitefriars SC)

Caroline Key (#406, West Oxford
SC) was the first Lady, in 9th; Matt
Hopkins (#288, Up River SC) the
first Junior in 10th; and Hugh
Spencer (#230, Royal Plymouth
YC) the highest-placed Veteran in
11th.
 Congratulations, then, to Robbie
Claridge who takes the 2010
Lightning368 Inland
Championship title. Overall, then,
a fantastic day's racing with plenty
of action and smiles all the way
down the fleet and superb
organisation by the race officers at

Haversham - with particular thanks going to the galley team! Thanks to all at the club
for a fantastic day.
 2010 has been a fantastic year for the Lightning368, seeing more boats than ever
before out racing at events - but without losing the friendliness and sociability that the
class has come to represent. With plenty of buzz around the class and with more new
boats being ordered, this is one class most definitely on the up.



Lightning Rum And Mince Pie Saturday 6 November 2010
West Oxfordshire Sailing Club

On a sunny Saturday morning a
light north westerly wind
welcomed the thirteen visitors
joining the 7 home boats for the
last event of the year.  Our Class
Chairman Wayne was proudly
showing us all his brand new
boat 407 before her maiden
voyage.  Our race officer Steve

set a figure of eight course for the first
race.  All got off to a clean start.  There
were various battles and close racing
going on throughout the fleet, with the
leaders Hugh, Robbie, Caroline and
Simon Hopkins pulling away.  At the end
of the race Robbie won, closely followed
by Caroline, and Simon pipped Hugh to
the finish line.  Further down the fleet,
places were lost and gained as a few

members run aground trying to pinch for the finishing line.
 Lunch was then served, kindly dished up by Margaret and Jenny, with Val and co
helping with the washing up.
 Steve set the second course with more marks to enable some more reaches and
beats.  This time, Robbie, Caroline and Simon were battling again at the front of the
fleet.  In the dying wind, Steve opted for a change to the finish.  In almost no wind,
Caroline with a slight weight advantage over the other two, took the lead in the



penultimate leg to finish first,
with Robbie second and Simon
third.  This meant that there
was all to fight for in the last
race, not just for 1st place but
also 3rd and 4th places.  After
the remainder of the fleet
finished and were towed back
to the clubhouse in absolutely
zero wind, a debate was going
on as to whether a third race
should be held.  The breeze
picked up slightly and it was
decided to just do a small

triangle course of 20 minutes.
 Robbie took an early lead, disaster
for Caroline as she became
becalmed on the windward mark
and half the fleet went past.  The
next time round, Robbie got into
trouble allowing Rupert Whelan and
Adam Styles to slip through and
finish in these positions.  Tactics
and concentration were required to
negotiate the course in minimal
wind, with some opting to retire
instead.  Caroline worked her way
up the fleet to pip Robbie on the

finish line, to win overall.
 Presentations were then done not just for today’s open, but also for the Traveller
Series.  This was won overall by John Claridge 9 points, Paul White 2nd 12 points and
Caroline Key 3rd 12 points.
 20 sailors and partners then went on for an evening meal at the local Lord Kitchener
pub and for those that were still there, were invited to watch the fireworks next door.  A
good day of sailing was had by all and the dinner was an excellent way to celebrate the
end of a very successful sailing season, which has seen resurgence in the class.

Caroline Key, LN 406
Results

1st Caroline Key   West Oxfordshire SC  3 points
2nd Robbie Claridge  Royal Limington YC  3 points
3rd Rupert Whelan  Whitefriars SC    5 points
4th Simon Hopkins  Up River YC   6 points
5th Martin Gibson  West Oxfordshire SC  9 points
6th Adam Styles   Evesham SC   11 points



Olympic Call-up a Flash in the Pan
So, the ISAF committee has finalised the equipment list
for the 2016 Olympics in Rio and - despite Rupert’s sail-
ing tips to prove our inclusiveness, despite my Australian
passport to prove our internationalness and despite
Caroline’s supreme organisational skills that could en-
sure that we'd arrive at the venue on time, the Lightning
has, once again, been overlooked in favour of the
Laser/Radial as the Olympic single-hander for those games!
 Mind you, the way that Wayne’s going, it wouldn't surprise me if we received a
late call from Jacques Rogge: "Hi Wayne...yeah, it's me....Jack. How's things?
...yeah, I'm good thanks, how's Val? Oh excellent. Listen, Wayne, bit of a problem
here and you can say no if you want to, but the Laser guys have gone on strike.
Yeah, really...something to do with 'Mainsheet strangulation'...phht, me neither,
yeah looks that way. Anyway, Wayne, do you think you can grab a few LNs and get
yourselves over to Rio for next week? Should be a laugh I reckon. What? you'll
need extra food for Simon? ...ooh you drive a hard bargain. Ok, and free Caipirin-
has all round? Excellent. Oh and Wayne? .... don't let Lee bring his pink boat,
huh???"
 Joking aside, Wayne has done a remarkable job this year. Ok, he'll probably
say something mentioning the word "Team" a lot, the word "Support" will make a
regular appearance as well, but the truth is that yes, whilst there is a small team of
enthusiastic people happily beavering away behind the class scenes, it's Wayne’s
incredible energy and general joi de vivre that has really been the driving force of
the resurgence of the class through 2010. So, in the hope that he is now suitably
embarrassed, I say "Cheers Mr Jenner...Cheers for a job more than well done!"
 With an invite to the "Battle of the Classes", with the organisers of the

"Draycote Dash" online to us, with entries on "The Bloody Mary" and with Open
event numbers up almost event by event, the racing side of the Lightning368 is
in very rude health. Of course, racing isn't everyone’s cup of tea. Sailing is a won-
derfully social sport too and it's these 'sociable' qualities of the LN helms that have
been borne out through my first ever season of attending events. I say "attending"
rather than "racing" because, well, for some of us its been a year of plenty of fun
down the back of the field! Discussing which rule was in force, with Wayne, whilst
running toward a marker at Oxford is particular highlight......
 Chris Hill and his adventures in the North Atlantic make for fantastic reading.
Duncan and Elaine’s ongoing 'Lightning Vs Moth' battles remain intriguing (sadly
for Duncan, I think he is actually playing catch-up at the moment).
 Everyone talking about the boat this year has really helped to raise awareness
in dinghy circles too. I went to Bala for a club social that Manor Park did back in the
summer. Whilst sailing the full 4 miles - downwind! - to the cafe, I accidentally
passed right through Bala SC's race course - whereupon i was surrounded by
RS800s, Blaze, Lasers etc....so I made my excuses and left - managing to just
avoid another LN on the course! It's great when you see another boat - though the
20knot wind and the prospect of the beat back up the lake didn't really see me as
happy-looking as I could’ve been perhaps!
 ...and what about Wayne nearly disarming my commodore at a recent Manor



Park training day?? ...oh yes, there's a few people that have seen the impact of the
Lightnings on the dinghy scene this year I can tell you!
 "Team of the Year" has to go to "Up River", led by the ebullient Simon "drill it,
drain it, dry it" Hopkins. Recently moving to a newer boat in the hope of staying
ahead of son Matt, Simon has dragged several U.R.Y.C sailors along to events this
year - notably the Nationals, and a pleasure to meet them it was too!
 ...and that's the thing with the Lightnings, there's just so many characters that it
sometimes makes the racing secondary. Adam & Simon Styles - two more laid back
guys you're unlikely to meet! "Hakuna Matata" was invented for this pair! Hugh Spen-
cer, the bearded sea-dog that i last saw drifting shore-wards at West Oxford, fully
stretched out almost asleep in his boat - and he STILL beat me! Caroline, who at al-
most every event gives a demonstration run of "how to hike a Lightning" - 50Kg at the
25knot+ Nationals?
 Let us not forget, too, that our very own Rupert Whelan is also the 2010 Classic
& Vintage Dinghy Racing Association National champion.
 Louis Saunders, our own National champion, is also the 2010 Byte national
champ...and even Supernova Champion Richard Pakes has had an outing in an LN
this season as well.
 So, a fantastic year of growth for the class and one that's been  full of great mem-
ories for me.
 Under one year ago, I'd never actually sailed in anything other than my local club
racing - and had only been sailing for just over a year anyway. Now? Well, now I'm
happy getting lost on the way to Dovestone, towing 'Ginger' into someone’s garden
before asking: "Um, excuse me, SatNav says that the reservoir is here....could you
help me please?"
Oh yes, 2010 was the year the Lightning struck, 2011 will prove that it can strike
twice!

Lee "yes I have ordered a pink boat" Bratley (LN21: "Ginger")

Kindly Sponsor The Lightning 368

Inland Championships
www.noblemarine.co.uk  Telephone: (01636) 707606



Just a few weeks away, now. A great way of
blowing the cobwebs away after spending

Christmas in front of the Telly...
Registration is available online at:

http://www.queenmary.org.uk/bloody-mary.aspx


